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ALBERT BENICHOU: BIO

Born in 1962 in the small village of Colomb Bechar on the Algerian-
Moroccan border, today known as Bashar, Albert Benichou grew up in 
Marseille, France and spent a few years in 
Israel before moving to northern California. A 
self-taught guitarist from childhood, his 
influences vary widely, and include classical 
French chanteurs like Georges Brassens and 
J a c q u e s  B r e l ,  a s       well as  guitar  maestros 
l i ke  Marce l  Dad i ,  Baden Powell, Mark 
Knopf le r,  and the i n c o m p a r a b l e  
N e i l Y o u n g .  Complement ing his 
musical talents, Albert Benichou is a sound 
eng ineer  w i th  h is      own mastering studio, 
D e N o i s e ,  w h i c h  marked its first decade 
in operation last year and has produced more 
than 4000 audio-video pro jects under h is 
direction. Albert Benichou lives in Berkeley with his wife and two 
children.
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In his guitar playing, Albert Benichou alternates between 
acoustic and electric instruments, between nylon and steel 
strings, but whatever the instrument or its configuration, 
he leaves the special effects aside to privilege a natural 
sound. He has played with numerous local artists, but it 

was particularly under the 
influence of his last group, ha-
R i m o n i m ,  t h a t  A l b e r t  
Benichou decided to create 
and produce his first 
album.  

“Main Tenant”, which in 
French means both 
“Now” and “Holding 
Hands”, builds on the 

classic French “chanson” tradition to 
incorporate South American rhythms, 
references to Latin Jazz and American 
folk music, and powerful Middle Eastern 
riffs. A veritable new genre of music 
emerges here, one that we might call 
“French-Bossa-Latin-Jazz-Folk.”
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Bossanova, jazz, and Middle Eastern/North African notes frame these 
lyrical songs, often inspired by real life experiences. Albert Benichou's 
struggles for personal and political freedom, his deep recognition of 
various national and social rights, and his basic humanity make for a 
refreshing approach to songwriting, 
particularly when considered in balance 
with his attachment to a traditional 
Jewish lifestyle. This is truly a new 
voice for transnational artistic 
expression, whose multicultural 
message is reinforced by a complex 
synthesis of musical styles.

Albert Benichou's artistry is 
sensitive, profound, and open to 
the world, reflecting cultural 
influences from the Sahara to 
California.

A COMBINATION OF MUSICAL INTIMACY AND SOCIAL 
ENGAGEMENT AT THE HIGHEST ARTISTIC LEVELS
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Each song on the album has its own style, with a particular feeling 
that extends to the transitions between songs. The interludes and the 
beginning and ending notes are meant to transform the album into a 
single history. In addition, each instrument's specificity is 
emphasized, from upright bass, to darbuka and drums, and always 
guitar, as if the individual instruments also have their own stories to 
tell. These elements build momentum across a perfect trajectory: 
“Shiddukh” Latin, piano, with a romantic theme, segues into “Arise” 
bossanova, accordion, with a political theme; “From Where I Stand” 
is harmonica-based folk music with emotive cadences, which moves 
to “Grand Jean-Jacques,” in traditional French style with 
clarinet leading and a sharp philosophical focus; “A 
Dog's Life”, bossanova with saxophone, a 
social critique; “Friends from 
Before,” f lamenco, 
trumpet, tells 
a  m o r e  
personal story. 

SONGS, STYLES, INSTRUMENTS
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THE MUSICIANS

Albert Benichou sought out the best professional musicians on the West 
Coast  to assist him on this album. They  include:

Julius Melendez, trumpet, has won many international competitions. He has recorded and toured 
with artists including Carlos Santana, Mariah Carey, and others.
. 
Sheldon Brown, clarinet and saxophone, a veteran of the San Francisco music scene, he has 
recorded and toured with Omar Sosa, Maceo Parker, and Anthony Braxton, among others.

Marcos Silva, piano, is the director of the School of Jazz in Berkeley, California, and has played jazz 
and Brazilian music on too many albums and tours to count.

Will Scarlet, harmonica, has been playing since the 1950s, and has played and recorded with Steve 
Mann, Brownie McGhee, Hot Tuna, Dave Bromberg, Clifton Chenier, Fred McDowell, Solomon 
Feldthouse, Mance Lipscomb, and many others. 

Other great musicians on the album include Celso Alberti, drums; Bouchaib Abdelhadi, dumbak; 
Marty Eggers, Daniel Ratner, and Scott Thompson, bass; Luis Carbo and Stephen la Porta, 
percussion; Rob Reich, accordion.
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A UNIQUE FINISHED PRODUCT

The CD package as a whole is the culmination of unique and 
imaginative design, paired with music sensibilities. Undertaking the 
production of a double disk in Digipack format was complicated but the 
results are gratifying.  Made of all natural recycled materials in eye-
catching colors, with disk trays in real wood, the package includes:

A CD, A DVD-Audio with the original recording in 96/24 format which 
will satisfy the most serious audiophiles; a copy of the entire album in 
high resolution MP3 format  
for portable devices, song 
lyr ics in French and 
English, with the lyrics of 
“Arise” in Arabic and 
Hebrew as well.  Magda, 
Albert's daughter, lends 
her voice to this song as 
well.
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Website: , where the following services are available:
- The entire album can be heard
- Three free songs can be downloaded
- Videos of live performances
- Purchase the album or download Mp3 songs/album

Pages on MySpace and FaceBook

Representation on online music resources, including

- itunes
- Amazon
- Rhapsody

Booking and press agent in US:
Laura Burnham
(510) 653-3838
production@denoise.com

Booking and press agent in Europe:
Nadine Zaffran
+33 6 63 77 15 83

Currently in progress:
Summer 2009 tour, radio and television interviews, etc.

www.albertbenichou.com

nzaffran@wanadoo.fr

MARKETING
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